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In this paper, a preuniform structure based on way below relation (or L-fuzzifying 

preuniform structure) was defined and their properties were studied. Also, the 

concept of interior and closure operators in the L-fuzzifying setting were established. 

Furthermore, the relation between L-fuzzifying preuniform and L-fuzzifying 

topological spaces were explained. Finally, the continuity of L-fuzzifying preuniform 

spaces was studied.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 There is no doubt that scientists worked hard to introduce a new 

concept of uniform space among of them in [8] kelley who said that a 

uniformity for a set   is a non-void family   of subsets of     

satisfies some condition. He also said that there may be different 

uniformities for a set  . The largest of these is the family of all those 

subsets of     which contain   the diagonal and the smallest is the 

family whose only member is    . Also, in [2] Badard defined a fuzzy 

preuniform structure and studied some of its properties. Furthermore, in 

[13, 14] the authors defined L-fuzzy preuniform space and L-fuzzy 

quasi-uniform spaces by using               is a strictly two-sided 

commutative quantale with an order reversing involution  . In [6, 12] the 

authors defined and studied uniformites on fuzzy topological spaces. In this 

paper was organized as follow: In section 2, the notion of fuzzy preuniform 

space based on way below relation was established and some of its 

properties were studied. Furthermore, the concepts of interior and closure 

operators relative to L-fuzzifying preuniform space were investigated. In 

section 3, the L-fuzzifying preuniform topology was studied. In section 4, 

the L-fuzzifying preuniform continuity was introduced. 
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Throughout this work               is a completely distributive 

complete lattice with an order reversing involution  , i.e,            is a 

complete lattice, for every     and for     ,  

 
   

      
   

   
  

     
   

    . and       is a function such that 

for every      ,         and if    , then      . The 

upper(resp.lower) universal element of   will denoted by   (resp. ).  

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

 Definition 2.1.[3] Let   be a complete lattice. We say that   is 

way below  , in symbols    , if for any directed subset     the 

relation        always implies the existence of a     with    . 

 

Proposition 2.2.[3] In a complete lattice   one has the following 

statements for all          :  

(i)     implies    ;  

(ii)         implies    ;  

(iii)     and     together imply      ;  

(iv)    .  

(v)     and     implies    .  

(vi) If    , then  
   

   .  

 

Definition 2.3.[5] Let   be a nonempty set,   be a complete 

lattice and        be a function that satisfies the following conditions:  

(O1)            ;  

(O2)                 , for all       ;  

(O3) for each {      }    ,    
   

     
   

     . 

Then   is called an L-fuzzifying topology on   and the pair       

is called an L-fuzzifying topological space. 

 

Definition 2.4.[5] Let        and        be two L-fuzzifying 

topological spaces. 

A function                 is called an L-fuzzifying 

continuous if for all     ,           
      .  

 

3.  L-FUZZIFYING PREUNIFORM STRUCTURE 

 Definition 3.1. A function          is called an 

L-fuzzifying preuniform structure on   if it satisfies the following axioms:  

PU1 : For any       , if       , then    . 
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PU2 : If        and    , then       , where         

    { }. 
The pair       is called an L-fuzzifying preuniform space. 

An L-fuzzifying preuniform is called of type D for any       
    . 

PU3 : If                , then           . 

An L-fuzzifying preuniform is called symmetrical for any 

      .  

PU4 : If       , then         .  

Proposition 3.2. Let    and    two L-fuzzifying preuniform 

structure. Then satisfies the following:- 

(1)       and       are L-fuzzifying preuniform structures. 

(2) When    ,    are symmetrical, then so are       and 

     . 

(3) When    ,    are of type D, then so is      . 

Proof. 

(1) First, we prove that       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform 

structure. 

PU1 : If             , then              . So, 

        and        . Hence     for any       . 

PU2: Suppose    . If             , then       
       .  

So,         or        . Hence         or       
 . Thus                         . Therefore       is an 

L-fuzzifying preuniform structure.  

Second, we prove that       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform 

structure. 

PU1 : If             , then              . So, 

        or        . Hence     for any        

PU2: Suppose    . If             , then       
       . So,         and        . Hence         and 

       . Thus                         . Therefore 

      is an L-fuzzifying preuniform structure.  

 

(2) Suppose    and    are symmetrical. 

If                         , then         or 

       . So,     
      or     

      which implies 

     
        

              
     . Hence       is 

symmetrical.  

If                         , then         and 
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       . So,     
      and     

      which implies 

     
        

              
     . Hence       is 

symmetrical. 

 

(3) Suppose   ,    are of type D.  

If                          , then            

                               . So,                 

or                . Hence                    . Then 

              . Therefore,       is of type D. 

 

Definition 3.3. Let   ,    are two L-fuzzifying preuniform 

structures on  . We denote        
      defined by        

            {                 }  
 

Proposition 3.4. Let   ,    are two L-fuzzifying preuniform 

structures on  . Then 

(i)       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform structure. 

(ii) When    and    are symmetrical, then so is      . 

(iii) When    and    are of type D, then so is      . 

Proof. 

(i) Suppose   ,    are two L-fuzzifying preuniform structures on 

 . 

PU1 : If           {                 }   , then 

there exist          such that               and      . 

So,         and        . Hence        . 

PU2 : Suppose           . Then  {              
   }   . Since    , then 

 {                 }   . So,           . 

Therefore       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform structure. 

 

(ii) Suppose that    and    are symmetrical.  

If             {                 }   , then 

                for all      . So,         or        

which implies     
      or         . Thus 

                      
        

       for all            .  

Then  {    
        

               }      
     

     . Therefore       is symmetrical. 

 

(iii) Suppose that    and    are D and  

                        (  {                 
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    }    {                     } )  . Then   {        
                                           }   . So, 

for some                  such that                   or 

                 . Hence             or            . 

Then   {                                      
 }    {                   }              , 

where         and        . Therefore,         is of type 

D. 

 

Theorem 3.5. Let       be an L-fuzzifying preuniform space. 

Define the function          { }     as follows:-  

          {     (  
             

       )    }.  

 Then    satisfies the following axioms:  

(1)          ;          .  

(2)          .  

(3) If    , then                .  

(4)                          , but if   is of type D the 

equality holds.  

(5) If      , then                  . 

The function    is called an L-fuzzifying preuniform interior 

operator. 

Proof. 

(1) Since       , then 

         {     (  
             

       )    }   . So, 

         . 

Since       . Then          for all  . So, 

         {     (  
             

       )    }       

 

(2) Suppose          . Then there exist      such that  

   , (  
             

       )    , where          

 . Hence    . So          . 

 

(3) Suppose    . Then (  
             

       )  

(  
             

       ). 
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When (  
             

       )    , we have 

(  
             

       )    . Hence                . 

 

(4) It is clear from (3) that       implies           
        and       implies                  . Hence 

                         .  

Now, suppose that                  . Then           

and          . Hence there exist          such that 

    , (  
                

        )     and     , 

(  
                

        )    . So,         and 

((  
                

        )    )  ((  
                

        )  

  ) . Then         such that (  
                

        )  

(  
                

        )    . Thus  

(  
                                 

                ). Since 

  is of type D, then 

(  
                             

              ) . Therefore 

    such that (  
               

          )  which implies 

           . Hence                          .  

 

(5) Suppose      . Then 

          {     (  
             

       )     } . Since        , 

then  

(  
             

       )     . So,                  . 

 

 

Theorem 3.6. Let       be an L-fuzzifying preuniform space. 

Define the function          { }     as follows:-  
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          {     (  
             

       )    }.  

 Then    satisfies the following statements: 

(1)          ;          . 

(2)          . 

(3) If    , then                . 

(4)                          , but if   is of type D the 

equality holds. 

(5) If      , then                  . 

The function    is called an L-fuzzifying preuniform closure 

operator. 

Proof. 

(1) Since       , then 

         {     (  
             

       )    }   . So, 

         . Again, since       , then     for all  . So, 

         {     (  
             

       )    }        

 

(2) Suppose          . Then for all      such that     

we have (  
             

       )    . So,          . 

 

(3) Suppose    . Then (  
             

       )  

(  
             

       ). When  

(  
             

       )    , then (  
             

       )  

  . Hence                . 

 

 

(4) It is clear from (3) when      , then           
        and when      , then                  . Hence 

                         . Conversely,                 

( {      (  
                

        )    }) ( {   

   (  
                

        )    }).  
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  {        |((  
                

(     )
 
)  

  )  ((  
                

(     )
 
)    )}   {      

  |((  
                

(     )
 
)  (  

                
(     )

 
))  

  }   {        |(  
                                 

(      

     )    )}  

 {        |(  
                                 

(           )  

  )}   {        |(  
                             

(     

   )
 
   )}   {     (  

               
       )    }       

    , where                             . Hence      
                    .  

 

(5) Suppose      . Then 

          {       (  
             

       )     } . Since 

       , then 

(  
             

       )     . So,                  .  

 

4.  L-FUZZIFYING PREUNIFORM TOPOLOGY 

 Theorem 4.1. Let       be an L-fuzzifying preuniform space of 

type D and    . Define a map         by  

          {     { }           }  

 Then    is an L-fuzzifying topology on  . 

Proof. 

(O1) Since           and          , for all      
{ } . Then              . 

 

(O2) Suppose there exist        and     { }  such that 

                     . Then         and        . So 

there exist         such that            and           . Put 

        and from Theorem 3.5 (4) and (5), we have           
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                                     . So,           
   . Thus,           and     and this is a contradiction. Hence 

                   .  

 

(O3) Suppose there exists a family {         } and     

{ } such that   (  
   

  )     
   

      . Since  
   

         for each 

   , then there exist      such that             . Put    
   

  . We 

have     
   

        
   

            
   

            
   

  . So, 

    
   

       
   

  . Thus,   (  
   

  )    and     and this is a 

contradiction. Hence   (  
   

  )   
   

      . Thus,    is an 

L-fuzzifying topology on  .  

 

Theorem 4.2. Let       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform space of 

type D and    . Define a map         by  

          {     { }             }  

 Then    is an L-fuzzifying topology on  . 

proof 

(O1) Since           and          , for all      
{ } , then              . 

 

(O2) Suppose there exist        and     { }  such that 

                     . Then         and        . So 

there exist         such that              and             . 

Put        . From theorem 3.6 (4) and (5), we have             
                                           . So, 

                   . Thus,             and this is a 

contradiction. Hence                    . 

 

(O3) Suppose there exists a family {         } and     

{ } such that   (  
   

  )     
   

      . Since  
   

         for each 

   , then there exists      such that        
          

 . Put 

   
   

  . We have 

    
   

    
       

   
       

        
   

       
        

   
    

 . 

So,      
   

   
       

   
   

 . Thus,   (  
   

  )      and 

this is a contradiction.  
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Hence   (  
   

  )   
   

      . Thus,    is an L-fuzzifying 

topology on  .  

 

Theorem 4.3. Let       is an L-fuzzifying preuniform space of 

type D. Define a map         by  

        
   

     
      

      

 Then    is an L-fuzzifying topology on  . 

Proof. 

(O1) It is clear        . 

(O2) 

              
   

     
       

         
   

     
       

       

 
       

     
               

               
     

     
            

     

     
     

     
        

             

 

(O3) 

    
   

     
   

   
  

     
      

   
  

      
   

(  
    

     
      

   
  

    )  

 
   

(  
    

     
       

    )   
   

      .  

 

5. THE CONTINUITY OF L-FUZZIFYING PREUNIFORM 

SPACES 

 Definition 5.1. Let       and       are two L-fuzzifying 

preuniform spaces. Then               is called an L-fuzzifying 

preuniform continuous function if       , then               
            .  

 

Lemma 5.2. Let      ,       and       be three L-fuzzifying 

preuniform spaces. If               and               are 

L-fuzzifying preuniform continuous functions, then           
      is an L-fuzzifying preuniform continuous function. 

Proof 

If       , for all       , then                   

for all                 . So,  

                                          
                   . Hence     is an L-fuzzifying 

preuniform continuous function.  
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Lemma 5.3. Let       and       be two L-fuzzifying 

preuniform spaces.   is L-fuzzifying preuniform continuous function if 

and only if        for each       , there exist        such that 

       and           .  

Proof. 

Suppose   is an L-fuzzifying preuniform continuous function and 

       for each       . Then 

               . Put             . Then        

and           . If for each       , there exist        such 

that        and           , then             . From 

    , we have                . Hence   is an L-fuzzifying 

preuniform continuous.  

 

Theorem 5.4. Let       and       be two L-fuzzifying 

preuniform spaces and               be an L-fuzzifying preuniform 

continuous function. Then:  

(1)                                  

(2)                                      

(3)                 is an L-fuzzifying continuous function.  

Proof. 

(1)             ( {     (  
             

       )  

  })    ({     (  
             

       )    })   {     

   (  
             

       )    }. So, there exist        such that 

             where        and                    . 

When   is continuous, then           . Hence 

 {        (  
                                 

     

         )    }   {        (  
                   

       )    }  

             
 

(2) From (1) we have 

                                                       
               

 

(3) Suppose                   . Then        . So, 
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there exist     such that         . Then                    . 

From (2)                                 , then 

                    for each     . Hence              and 

it is contradiction. So,                 . Therefore   is an 

L-fuzzifying continuous function.  

 

6.  CONCLUSION 

 In the present paper, a new concept of preuniform structure based on way 

below relation was introduced and some of its properties were studied. 

Also, the relation between  -fuzzifying preuniform and  -fuzzifying 

topology was established. Furthermore, the notion of interior and closure 

operators were investigated.  
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 العلاقت علي القائم منخظم القبل الخشكيب عشف البحثيت الٌسقت ىزه في :الخلاصت

 أيضا .خٌاصو بعض ًدساست )ل النٌع من الفاصٍ منخظم القبل أًالخشكيب( الخحخيت

 علاًة .ل النٌع من الفاصٍ الاطاس في ًالاغلاقيت الذاخليت مفيٌمالمعاملاث أنشئ

 ًضحج رلك علي

 حم أخيشا .ل النٌع من الفاصيت ًالخٌبٌلٌجيو منخظمت القبل الفضاءاث بين العلاقت

 .ل النٌع من الفاصيت منخظمت القبل الفضاءاث احصال دساست

 

 


